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Single Table Inheritance

Sometimes we want our models to be 
subclasses of other models. For example:

want to share attributes across a number of 
models?

want to capture part of an inheritance 
hierarchy?

Single-table inheritance is one approach to 
solving this problem
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Pros and Cons

Simple to use and setup

Type conversions handled automatically for 
you

However, all required attributes have to be 
present in the parent table

can use null values to invalidate certain 
attributes (often clumsy to do this!)
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Cars and Vans can only be certain colours

Registrations are UK-like

Example

registration
colour

Vehicle

Car Van

name
address

Owner
**

owns
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Example

rails vehicle
..
cd vehicle
..
script/generate model vehicle registration:string colour:string type:string
..
script/generate model owner name:string address:text
..
script/generate model owns owner_id:integer vehicle_id:integer
..
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Edit Models
class Owner < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :owns
  has_many :vehicles, :through => :owns

  validates_presence_of :name
  validates_presence_of :address
end

class Vehicle < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :owns
  has_many :owners, :through => :owns

  validates_presence_of :registration
  validates_format_of :registration, :with => /^[A-Z0-9]{7}$/
  validates_presence_of :colour
  validates_inclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( red blue green black white )
end
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Add in Inheritance
class Car < Vehicle
  validates_exclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( black white ), :message => "can 
not have black or white cars"
end

class Van < Vehicle
  validates_exclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( red blue ), :message => "can not 
have red or blue vans"
end

van = Van.new(:registration => ‘VAN0001’, :colour => ‘black’)
van.save

car = Car.new(:registration => ‘BLUECAR’, :colour => ‘blue’)
car.save

Vehicle.find(:all) # => [#<Van id: 1, registration: "VAN0001", ..>, 
                         #<Car id: 2, registration: "BLUECAR", ..>]

Van.find(:all) # => [#<Van id: 1, registration: "VAN0001", ..>]

Place in app/models/vehicle.rb
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Full Inheritance
In some situations you need to implement 
inheritance in such a way that subclasses (or 
models!) may have different attributes

ie. you want techniques for dealing with 
full inheritance

To do this in Rails you need to use 
polymorphic associations

these are beyond the scope of these 
lectures
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Complex Finds
What sort of find do we use if we want to 
locate all owners with red cars?

In order to answer this, we need to query a 
number of related tables simultaneously

query owner table

query owns table

and query vehicle table

We need to join these tables together in SQL
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Complex Finds
Normally in SQL we would have to use a 
JOIN of some sort

inner joins exclude rows with nulls or 
invalid foreign keys

outer joins include such rows

In Rails, we can achieve the same effect by 
simply including the extra related models we 
need in our query

Owner.find(:all, :include => [:vehicles], :conditions => [‘vehicles.colour = “red”’])
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Resulting SQL Query!

SELECT "owners"."id" AS t0_r0, "owners"."name" AS t0_r1, "owners"."address" AS t0_r2, 
"owners"."created_at" AS t0_r3, "owners"."updated_at" AS t0_r4, 

  "vehicles"."id" AS t1_r0, "vehicles"."registration" AS t1_r1, "vehicles"."colour" AS 
t1_r2, "vehicles"."type" AS t1_r3, "vehicles"."created_at" AS t1_r4, 
"vehicles"."updated_at" AS t1_r5 

FROM "owners" 

  LEFT OUTER JOIN "owners_vehicles" ON "owners_vehicles".owner_id = "owners".id 

  LEFT OUTER JOIN "vehicles" ON "vehicles".id = "owners_vehicles".vehicle_id 

WHERE (vehicles.colour = "red")

“owners_vehicles”.owner_id = “owners”.id

“vehicles”.id = “owners_vehicles”.vehicles_id
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Rails 2.3 Solution
In Rails 2.3 we can use hashes to structure 
our conditions

and its associated SQL is

Owner.find(:all, :joins => [:vehicles], 

:conditions => { :vehicles => { :colour => “red” } })

SELECT "owners".* 

FROM "owners" 

  INNER JOIN "owners_vehicles" ON "owners_vehicles".owner_id = "owners".id 

  INNER JOIN "vehicles" ON "vehicles".id = "owners_vehicles".vehicle_id 

WHERE ("vehicles"."colour" = 'red')
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Hashed conditions will only work with :joins. Currently, if you use them with :include they will 
fail!
If you replace the hashed condition with the array form (ie. [‘vehicles.colour = “red”’) then the 
query will still work.


